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ABSTRACT
The mechanisms by which blast pressure waves cause mild to moderate traumatic brain injury (mTBI) are 
an open question. Possibilities include acceleration of the head, direct passage of the blast wave via the 
cranium, and propagation of the blast wave to the brain via a thoracic mechanism.  The hypothesis that 
the blast pressure wave reaches the brain via a thoracic mechanism is considered in light of ballistic and
blast pressure wave research.  Ballistic pressure waves, caused by penetrating ballistic projectiles or
ballistic impacts to body armor, can only reach the brain via an internal mechanism and have been shown 
to cause cerebral effects. Similar effects have been documented when a blast pressure wave has been
applied to the whole body or focused on the thorax in animal models. While vagotomy reduces apnea and 
bradycardia due to ballistic or blast pressure waves, it does not eliminate neural damage in the brain, 
suggesting that the pressure wave directly affects the brain cells via a thoracic mechanism.  An 
experiment is proposed which isolates the thoracic mechanism from cranial mechanisms of mTBI due to 
blast wave exposure.  Results have implications for evaluating risk of mTBI due to blast exposure and for 
developing effective protection.
Keywords: traumatic brain injury, TBI, ballistic pressure wave, blast wave, blast injury, behind armor 
trauma, wound ballistics
   
                                                          
I. INTRODUCTION
Though the concept of traumatic brain injury (TBI)
due to blast wave exposure is not new (1,2), mild-
to-moderate traumatic brain injury (mTBI) resulting 
from blast pressure waves has garnered attention
as the signature injury of recent military conflicts in 
the Middle East (3,4).  
Pressure waves can injure neural cells (5,6). 
However, the physical mechanisms by which blast 
pressure waves reach the brain and cause injury
are an open question. Several hypotheses, which 
are not mutually exclusive, have been suggested. 
Possibilities include acceleration of the head, 
direct passage of the blast wave via the cranium, 
and propagation of the blast wave to the brain via 
a thoracic mechanism.   It is important to 
determine how blast pressure waves are 
transmitted to the brain so that exposure risks can 
be assessed and so effective preventive measures 
can be implemented.  
The thoracic hypothesis
Cernak et al. published epidemiologic studies of 
mTBI due to blast injury (7,8) as well as results 
of several experiments in animal models
investigating how blast waves may be
transmitted to neural tissue and what cellular 
alterations result (9,10,11,12). This body of work 
led to a hypothesis that a thoracic mechanism 
may underlie mTBI due to blast exposure 
(13,14).
In this paper, the hypothesis that a blast 
pressure wave can be transmitted via a thoracic 
mechanism to the brain and result in cerebral 
effects is considered. Results of ballistic as well 
as blast pressure wave research are included, 
since ballistic and blast pressure waves, and the 
injuries they can cause, are similar. The ballistic 
pressure waves originate in the thorax, thus 
isolating a thoracic mechanism of propagation 
from cranial mechanisms. In order to link results 
from ballistic pressure wave research to mTBI 
due to blast pressure waves, an experimental 
design is proposed to apply a blast-like pressure 
wave to the thorax while blocking the cranium
from direct exposure in an animal model.
Alternate mechanisms
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The thoracic hypothesis does not exclude other 
mechanisms of mTBI due to blast.  Sudden 
accelerations of the head can result in mTBI. Falls, 
collisions in sports, and automobile accidents are 
well known causes of injurious accelerations. Peak 
intracranial pressures due to acceleration (15,16) 
can be in the same range as pressure magnitudes 
that result in mTBI in lateral fluid percussion (LFP)
models (17). In some of these studies, it is thought 
that damage may be caused by shear stresses at 
the interface of the midbrain and surrounding 
tissues. In addition to primary brain injury due to 
accelerations, blast waves can cause victims to 
fall or be struck by objects, resulting in secondary 
or tertiary injuries (18).  
When the whole body is exposed to blast, it is also 
possible that the blast wave may reach the brain 
through some cranial mechanism.  For example, it 
has been shown that blast pressure waves pass 
through the (thin) cranium of rats almost 
unchanged (19); however, it is still under 
investigation how a blast wave interacts with the 
human cranium (20).
In addition to the possibility of passing directly 
through the cranium, the blast wave may be
entering the cranial cavity through orbital and/or 
aural openings. This is theoretically possible, and 
blast overpressure has been shown to cause 
direct damage to ocular neurons as deep as the 
midbrain in rats (21).  It is unclear whether this
mechanism may be contributing to mTBI since the 
vast majority of ocular injuries due to blast are 
secondary to penetration by fragments (22,23,24).
In contrast, the incidence of tympanic membrane 
rupture due to blast is high (9% - 47% in various 
studies) (22,25,26) and correlates with mTBI 
incidence (27,28), which suggests it may be an 
indicator for further evaluation.  While ear 
protection reduces maximum pressure in the ear 
canal (29,30), it is unclear what role, if any, 
hearing protection plays in preventing mTBI due to 
blast.
II. PHYSICS OF BALLISTIC PRESSURE WAVES
The characteristics of ballistic and blast pressure 
waves are similar.  A ballistic pressure wave is 
generated when a ballistic projectile enters a 
viscous medium (31).  As the projectile loses 
energy over a short distance, large forces are 
generated that create pressure waves (force per 
unit area) that propagate through the medium.  
The magnitude of the pressure wave at a specific 
location is the sum of interfering waves 
generated at points along the projectile’s path, 
waves generated by the collapse of the 
temporary cavity, and waves generated by 
reflections from boundaries.   Pressure wave 
magnitude depends heavily on the projectile’s 
local rate of energy loss. 
A projectile that loses sufficient energy in a short
distance in biological tissue may cause remote 
damage due to similar physical phenomena (32, 
33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38).  The primary pressure 
wave (force per unit area) is generated by the
projectile’s loss of energy (which is the 
mechanical work) and propagates through the 
tissue. A pressure wave in the thoracic cavity 
will refract through and reflect from internal 
structures, resulting in local pressure maxima 
(31, 35, 37, 39).  Tissue may be damaged 
anywhere the pressure magnitude is sufficiently 
large. 
An anatomical example of reflected and 
refracted ballistic pressure waves was provided
by Harvey and McMillen (40). Their high speed 
photographs illustrate the local maxima due to 
the interaction of primary and reflected waves 
generated by a ballistic projectile impacting a 
slab of beef ribs submerged in water.  Sturtevant 
(37) presented a case study of remote damage 
to the spinal cord along with calculations of how 
the pressure wave could have reflected and 
refracted to produce an injurious local maximum.
This phenomenon helps to explain the focal 
nature of internal injuries from ballistic and blast 
pressure waves.
Similarly, blast pressure waves reflect from the 
ground and nearby structures to create a 
complex pressure distribution that can result in 
localized pressures to the thorax that are several 
times higher than the magnitude of a blast 
pressure wave in a free field (41).  
Other characteristics of ballistic and blast 
pressure waves are also similar. Peak pressures 
are typically reached in a few microseconds, 
then pressure decreases exponentially in time 
over a pulse duration typically less than 2 ms 
(31, 41). It is reasonable to expect that similar 
waves would cause similar damage, and similar 
injuries are observed, including cerebral effects
(7, 11, 12, 34, 41, 42). 
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III. REMOTE INJURIES DUE TO PRESSURE 
WAVES CAUSED BY PENETRATING 
BALLISTIC PROJECTILES
Injuries due to ballistic pressure waves have been
reported in both case studies and experiments. A 
Vietnam-era database of casualties includes
observations of remote wounding due to pressure 
waves created by penetrating injuries, including
two cases of remote lung injury, five cases of 
remote abdominal injury in which the peritoneum 
was not perforated, and at least one example of 
temporary nerve damage (36).  Additional case 
studies also show indirect injuries (43, 44, 45, 46), 
including indirect neural injuries (37, 47, 48), due 
to pressure waves created by ballistic projectiles in 
soft tissues.
How far from the bullet path can remote effects of
ballistic pressure waves be observed?  Lai et al.
(49) used a dog model to evaluate injury to 
vascular endothelial cells due to distant 
penetration (up to approximately 0.5 m) by military 
rifle bullets.  The number of circulating endothelial 
cells (a systemic indicator of damage) increased 
with proximity of the penetration site (leg, 
abdomen or thorax). Locally, laceration of vascular
intima was observed in the aorta, common carotid
and middle cerebral arteries by electron 
microscopy. These results suggest that the 
ballistic pressure waves traveled to the brain via 
the large vessels and retained sufficient 
magnitude to cause endothelial damage to 
cerebral arteries.  
Suneson et al. (33) recorded bursts of high 
frequency pressure waves of average magnitude 
about 150 kPa (22 psi) in the brain of anesthetized 
pigs shot in the thigh. In this model, a mean of 728 
J of work was done by the projectile. Apneic
periods lasting several seconds occurred following 
the injury. Histological observations were limited to 
‘minor damage’ to the blood-brain and blood-nerve 
barriers. Goransson et al. (50) reported 
electroencephalogram (EEG) suppression and 
transient apnea in pigs similarly injured.  In 
subsequent experiments (34, 35) about 770 J of 
work was done by the projectile, and pressures in 
the range of 180-240 kPa (26-34 psi) were 
recorded in the brain. Microscopic damage in 
hippocampal and cerebellar neurons was also 
observed. The authors concluded that these 
effects were caused by pressure waves 
transmitted to the brain from the distant (0.5 m) 
point of origin.  
Wang et al. (38) performed similar experiments 
in groups of dogs. In one experimental group, 
about 131 J of work was done by the ballistic 
projectile, and in the second, 740 J. Assays and 
electron microscopic examination showed neural 
damage in both groups compared with the 
uninjured control group; the damage in the 740 J 
group was more severe and detected earlier 
after injury.  Observed damage was localized to 
neurons in the hippocampus.  In the 740 J 
group, damage extended to the hypothalamus 
as well. 
Like ballistic pressure waves, blast waves also 
cause focal internal injuries, including mTBI (18, 
22, 28, 41, 51, 52, 53, 54).  These injuries are 
similar to remote injuries caused by ballistic 
pressure waves, and may be caused by similar 
mechanisms.  For example, in pigs exposed to 
blast waves, lung and intestinal injuries were 
observed (54).  Moreover, EEG suppression, 
accompanied by transient apnea, was observed
immediately after the blast and gradually 
returned to normal with 1-2 minutes. 
IV. REMOTE INJURIES DUE TO BEHIND 
ARMOR TRAUMA
Individual body armor is designed to prevent 
penetrating injuries due to ballistic projectiles.  
The use of body armor has thus saved many 
lives.   At the same time, serious injuries can be 
sustained behind armor due to impact. As with 
penetrating ballistic injuries, not all impacts to 
body armor result in serious trauma (55, 56). 
However, when sufficient force reaches the 
tissue behind the armor, internal injuries do
result (57) and may include remote damage to 
the central nervous system (CNS) (42, 58, 59). 
For a given load and impact velocity, the 
deformation of body armor due to ballistic impact 
is a common measure of its protective ability.  
The mechanical work done on tissues behind 
armor can be estimated using information on 
impact energy and armor deformation (see 
Appendix 1).  Thus conditions resulting in behind 
armor injuries can be compared with conditions 
resulting in remote injuries due to ballistic 
projectiles.
For example, Gryth et al. (59) reported severe 
behind armor injuries and even death in human-
sized (60 kg) swine shot with 7.62 mm bullets at 
about 800 m/sec (from a Swedish AK4 assault 
rifle).  Two groups, protected by armor allowing 
34 mm and 40 mm of behind armor deformation, 
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were tested. The amount of mechanical work done 
on the tissues was approximately 500 J and 760 J, 
respectively (Figure A).
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Figure A: Mechanical work in tissues as a function of armor 
deformation for behind armor trauma for impacts with 3125 J 
(e.g. 7.62 mm military bullet traveling 800 m/sec).
The EEG signals of two of ten test subjects in the 
760 J group flatlined immediately, and five 
subjects died before the end of the two-hour 
observation period.  Two of eight test subjects in 
the 500 J group also died within two hours. 
Surviving subjects in both groups experienced
EEG suppression that usually resolved within a 
few minutes. All test subjects showed behind 
armor trauma consisting of lung hematoma; 
additional internal injuries included rib fracture, 
emphysema and hemoptysis.
In another test of seven large swine protected by 
armor allowing 28 mm of deformation (320 J of 
mechanical work done by the projectile on thoracic 
tissue), all subjects survived but suffered unilateral 
lung hematomas (60). In five of seven test 
subjects a reduction in EEG activity occurred after 
the shot.  In each case, EEG activity returned to 
baseline within two minutes. These EEG changes 
are similar to those observed by Goransson et al.
(50) following penetrating injuries of the hind limbs 
of pigs and by Axelsson et al. (54) following blast 
wave exposure in pigs.
Roberts et al. performed physical and finite 
element modeling of behind armor trauma in 
humans (61, 62, 63). They concluded that while 
armor meeting National Institutes of Justice 
standards may protect from penetrating injuries, it 
may not protect from behind armor trauma. Their 
calculations predict that pressure waves initiated
when sufficient energy is transmitted through body 
armor are similar to those produced by penetrating 
ballistic projectiles and blast waves (63).  
Therefore, it is not surprising that individual body 
armor is not always effective against behind armor 
trauma or blast wave injury (64, 65). Work is 
ongoing to develop individual body armor that 
absorbs more energy, thus allowing less to be 
transmitted to the thorax (66, 67).
V. DISCUSSION
How much pressure is damaging to 
neurons?
It is important to quantify how much pressure is 
damaging to neurons, and under what 
conditions ballistic or blast waves might reach 
the brain with damaging results. However, direct 
pressure measurements are not available for 
every experiment, and researchers have 
characterized ballistic or blast conditions 
differently. For ballistic pressure waves
(penetrating or behind armor), the local rate of
mechanical work governs the magnitude of the 
pressure wave in tissue. Therefore, 
characterizing ballistic pressure waves in terms 
of the mechanical work done by the projectile
allows comparison between results of 
penetrating and behind-armor experiments. 
Local pressure wave magnitudes associated 
with mild, moderate, and severe TBI have been 
determined using the lateral fluid percussion 
(LFP) model of brain injury (17).  Mild and 
moderate brain injuries occurred with local 
pressure levels in the range of 100-300 kPa (15-
45 psi).  Pressure waves near 200 kPa (30 psi)
caused immediate incapacitation in laboratory 
animals in one study (68).
Pressure wave magnitudes in this range were
measured in animal models of penetrating 
ballistic injuries in which approximately 700 -
800 J of work was done on tissues 0.5 m distant 
from the brain (33, 34, 35).  Localization of 
damage to neurons in the hippocampus and 
hypothalamus was also observed.  These 
results were supported by similar, independent 
experiments in dogs (38). The degree of remote 
neural damage was dependent on the 
mechanical work done by the projectile, and was 
even detectable at about 130 J, which might be 
expected to produce pressure wave magnitudes
of only 55 kPa (7-8 psi) in the brain.
Localization of observed neural damage to the 
hippocampus and the hypothalamus agrees with 
the results of experiments using the lateral fluid 
percussion (LFP) model of traumatic brain injury 
(17) as well as clinical studies (69, 70, 71, 72).
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The results of the independent experiments 
discussed in section III agree that a pressure wave 
generated by a penetrating projectile at a distant 
location can reach the brain with enough 
magnitude to cause neuronal damage in the same 
region of the brain most affected in mTBI.
In summary, when the mechanical work done by 
the projectile is 700-800 J, it is probable that 
transient pressure wave magnitudes of 15-45 psi 
occur in the brain.  The likelihood that a bullet 
impact remote from the brain will result in mTBI in 
humans can also be expected to increase with the 
mechanical work applied to the tissue (73). It has 
been estimated that when this much work is 
applied to the thorax, half of human victims will 
likely experience rapid incapacitation and show 
signs of mTBI.  
Are observed cerebral effects vagally 
mediated?
Some have suggested that CNS effects due to 
blast or ballistic pressure waves might not be due 
to direct exposure of brain tissue to the pressure 
wave, but might instead be mediated by the vagus 
nerve (9, 42, 74).  Experimental results indicate
that a vagally-mediated response is present, but 
that if the pressure wave reaches the brain with 
sufficient magnitude, it will cause damage.  In 
human-sized pigs, periods of apnea were 
observed in intact animals when about 700 J of 
work was done on tissue behind body armor. Test 
subjects on which bilateral vagotomy had been 
performed did not exhibit apnea.  However, 
vagotomy mitigated but did not eliminate EEG 
suppression one minute after the ballistic impact. 
Both experimental groups showed evidence of 
lung contusions due to behind armor trauma. 
A limitation of this study is that EEG records are 
reported at one-minute intervals, while important 
information may be contained in data from the first 
minute.  In the ballistic pressure wave experiments 
by Goransson et al. (50) as well as the blast 
pressure wave experiments by Axelsson et al.
(54), EEG changes that may be important 
indicators of neural effects were observed to occur 
“immediately” after the blast and were no longer 
present after one or two minutes. 
Irwin et al. (74) also observed that rats exposed to 
blast experienced bradycardia and hypotension -
effects that were mitigated in a group on which
bilateral vagotomy had been performed.  
Respiratory and EEG data were not reported.  
Both experimental groups sustained severe 
blast lung injury.  Cernak et al. reported similar 
results in rabbits exposed to a focused blast 
wave applied to the middle thoracic region. 
Vagotomy reduced but did not eliminate damage 
directly to brain cells (9).  
The results of these animal studies of ballistic
and blast wave exposure suggest that the vagus 
nerve does play a role in the CNS response to 
pressure waves.  In particular, apnea and 
bradycardia after exposure seem to be vagally-
mediated responses.  The resulting hypoxia may 
exacerbate the consequences of neural cell 
damage.  However, the results of these 
experiments also indicate that brain cells can be 
damaged directly after exposure to pressure 
waves originating or focused at a distant 
location.
A potential limitation of Cernak et al.’s blast 
wave experiment on rabbits is the inability to 
truly restrict the blast wave to the thoracic region
(due to refraction of the blast wave at the edge
of the shock tube).  One is not certain of the 
magnitude of the external pressure wave applied 
to the rabbit’s head in these experiments.
Underwater experiments
Knudsen and Oen (75) were in a unique position 
to observe effects of blast waves that originate 
internally.   In Norway, minke whales are 
(legally) hunted from small fishing boats using 
grenade-tipped harpoons.  The harpoon is 
aimed at the thorax, and the grenade detonates 
60-70 cm inside the animal, which is about 10 m 
long and 8500 kg at maturity.  In a sample of 37 
whales, the degree of brain injury was greater 
for detonations occurring closer to the brain, as 
one might expect.  Interestingly, fatal 
neurotrauma was also caused by detonations as 
far back as the rostral abdomen and in the 
absence of gross trauma to the brain 
(microscopic trauma was evident).  This
experiment involved an extreme situation in 
which neurotrauma resulted in death rather than 
mTBI.  However, it clearly demonstrates that 
blast waves can be transmitted to the brain via 
the thorax and result in neural damage.  
Military case reports indicate that primary blast 
injury and mortality are greater when the blast 
and victims are under water (64).  This is due to 
the greater coupling of the blast wave to the 
body, which has an acoustic impedance close to 
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that of water1. Phillips and Richmond (64) related
qualitative results of a relevant German study on 
dogs after World War II.  Dogs submerged except 
for the head and exposed to underwater blast 
experienced internal injuries “pathologically 
identical to that of air blast.”  When the head alone 
was submerged, no internal organ injuries were 
observed, suggesting that the water/air interface 
was an effective barrier.  Unfortunately, 
neurological effects are not discussed.   This result 
is supported by those of Yelverton et al. (77), who 
reported internal injuries in submerged waterfowl 
exposed to under water blast but not in waterfowl 
floating on the water’s surface. 
A proposed experiment
An experiment in which an externally generated, 
nonlethal pressure wave could be isolated from 
the cranium would demonstrate whether a blast 
pressure wave can be transmitted to the brain via 
the thorax.  The above results suggest that a 
design in which the test subject is submerged 
except for the head while a blast-like wave is 
generated under water would isolate the cranium 
from the direct pressure wave. 
In an unpublished experiment (78), a blast-like 
pressure wave was generated by firing a ballistic 
projectile vertically into water near a terrestrial 
animal model. The path of the projectile was very 
near (6-8 cm) but did not penetrate the ventral 
thorax of each test subject, which was submerged 
except for the head. Immediate incapacitation and 
death were observed in several test subjects in the 
absence of any penetrating wounds. Incidence of 
incapacitation and death increased with the 
magnitude of the blast-like pressure wave.
A similar experimental model can be used to 
assess mTBI due to blast pressure waves applied 
to the thorax (Figure B). Protocols for physiological 
monitoring and mTBI detection are established, so 
only a few comments are included here.  
Key measurements include the pressure at four 
locations:  immediately outside the subject’s 
                                                
1 The acoustic impedance of air is approximately 
0.40 kPa s/m , while the acoustic impedance of 
water is approximately 1500 kPa s/m and of
human tissues averages 1500-1700 kPa s/m
(76), respectively.  Physically this means that a 
blast wave initiated in air can penetrate water, but 
that almost none of a blast wave initiated under 
water is transmitted to air.
thorax, inside the thorax, inside the brain, and 
outside the head (in air, to verify that the head is 
not directly exposed to the pressure wave). High 
speed pressure sensors (19) are needed for 
accurate signal acquisition.
If test subjects are anesthetized, it is important 
to note that immediate behavioral observations 
will be precluded, and EEG measurements will 
be affected (79).  EEG signals are known to 
decrease with depth of anesthesia, so 
quantitative analysis of EEG data would need to 
take that into consideration.  However, 
anesthesia does not seem to affect 
cardiovascular responses or neural damage. 
It is essential that the blast-like pressure wave 
be initiated under water.  However, several 
means are likely acceptable, such as firing a 
ballistic projectile into water, detonating an 
explosive charge under water, or perhaps using 
an under water shock tube. We favor a ballistic 
method because the energy at impact and 
distance from the test subject are easily 
controlled. A firing distance of about 3 m above 
the water surface will prevent the muzzle blast 
from interfering with the desired pressure wave. 
A metal plate placed near the firing mechanism 
and with a small hole for passage of the 
projectile (32, 33, 34, 35) will further shield the 
cranium from possible exposure to the muzzle 
blast.  
A simple estimate of the peak pressure (p) a 
distance (r) from the bullet path is 
2
10
4
E
p
d r (1),
where E is the kinetic energy of the bullet (mass 
times the square of the speed), and d is the 
penetration distance (73). Note that the 
magnitude of the pressure wave decreases as 
the square of the distance from the bullet path 
so accurate distance measurements are 
necessary (Figure C).
This formula is approximate.  Also, while the 
acoustic impedances of water and soft tissue 
are similar, the exact transfer function for the 
pressure wave is not known and will vary some 
with the animal model used.  Therefore, 
preliminary tests must be performed to verify 
actual pressures in the specific experimental 
design.  
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Figure B. A possible arrangement of animal test subject and 
projectile path, not shown to scale.  The distance r between the 
projectile path and the surface of the thorax is used to estimate 
the magnitude of the pressure wave incident on the thorax. The 
distance h and the metal plate shield the cranium from possible 
muzzle blast exposure. High speed pressure and physiologic 
sensors are not shown.
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Figure C: Estimates of peak pressure magnitude reaching a 
test subject for the experimental set-up shown in Figure B.  The 
solid line is for an expanding (hollow point) bullet shot from a 
.40 S&W pistol.  The dashed line is for a non-expanding (full 
metal jacket) bullet. 
The water/air boundary will shield the cranium 
from external exposure to the pressure wave.
Though brain injury is possible at lower transient 
pressure levels, we predict that a pressure wave 
of magnitude 200-400 kPa (about 30-60 psi) 
inside the thorax will produce observable 
cerebral effects. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Possible mechanisms by which blast pressure 
waves cause mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) 
include acceleration of the head, direct passage 
of the blast wave via a cranial mechanism, and 
propagation of the blast wave to the brain via a 
thoracic mechanism. In light of ballistic as well 
as blast pressure wave research, we considered
the hypothesis that blast pressure waves may 
be transmitted to the brain via the thorax with 
enough magnitude to cause mTBI. 
Studies have shown that ballistic pressure 
waves, resulting from penetrating ballistic
projectiles or from ballistic impacts to body 
armor, can be transmitted to the brain from the 
thorax and result in injury to neural tissue. 
Characterizing experimental conditions in terms 
of the mechanical work done by the ballistic 
projectile permits comparisons across studies. 
This analysis suggests that when the 
mechanical work done on thoracic tissue is 
around 700 J, neural injury will likely result.  
Neural damage has been detected at lower 
levels of mechanical work in an animal model. 
However, the lower threshold for clinically 
significant injury is unclear.
Blast waves applied to the whole body or 
focused on the thorax of animal models have 
been shown to cause cerebral effects similar to 
those caused by ballistic pressure waves. These 
effects include EEG suppression and damage to 
hippocampal and hypothalamic neurons, areas 
of the brain that have been associated with 
mTBI in humans.
Taken together, these results provide strong 
support for a thoracic mechanism of mTBI due 
to blast wave exposure.  However, in the blast 
wave experiments in animal models, even when 
the blast wave was focused on the thorax, it is 
not known how much of the blast wave reached 
the brain via a thoracic mechanism rather than 
some other mechanism. 
Therefore, an experiment has been proposed in 
which a blast-like pressure wave is generated 
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under water and transmitted to the thorax but 
blocked from the cranium in an animal model. If no 
neural damage is observed when the blast-like 
wave is of a magnitude expected to cause neural 
injury, the thoracic hypothesis would not be 
supported.  
APPENDIX 1
Behind armor retarding force and mechanical 
work in tissues from projectile impact
Several papers (42, 59, 60) reported remote 
cerebral effects due to projectiles stopped by 
armor over the thorax.  Severity of both local 
injuries and remote cerebral effects increased with 
the deformation of the body armor during impact, 
which is measured as the impression left when the 
body armor is impacted with a plasticine backing.  
Behind armor trauma is often parameterized in 
terms of the impact energy and armor 
deformation.  Here, simple methods of 
approximating the behind armor mechanical work 
and resulting retarding force are developed to 
facilitate comparison with remote effects of 
penetrating projectiles and blast injuries.
A simple model of behind armor mechanical work, 
W, as a function of armor deformation, d, is
,
1
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where E is the impact energy of the bullet, and d0
is an adjustable parameter that sets the armor 
deformation depth at which half of the impact 
energy is available to do work creating forces and 
pressures in behind armor tissues.
This model is physically reasonable.  It has the 
expected monotonic and limiting behaviors, giving 
zero work for body armor which stops the 
projectile with zero armor deformation and 
approaching the maximum possible work as the 
armor deformation becomes very large.  Work 
done by penetrating projectiles is approximately 
proportional to the volume of displaced tissue 
(temporary cavitation) (80).  For small 
deformations, the volume of displaced tissue will 
scale as the deformation cubed, so the model 
gives the expected scaling at small displacements. 
Several papers report behind armor trauma for 
projectile impact energy of approximately 3125 J 
and armor deformations ranging from 28 to 44 
mm (42, 59, 60).  Comparing their descriptions 
of resulting lung injuries with experiments of 
penetrating handgun bullets in deer (81, and
Courtney and Courtney, unpublished data) 
suggests a value of d0 = 58 mm.  This value of 
d0 gives agreement between the level of lung 
damage and the work done in the tissues 
between the behind armor trauma experiments 
and the deer experiments where the value of 
mechanical work in tissues is independently 
known.  The resulting mechanical work done by 
the projectile on tissues for a specific case is 
shown in Figure A.
The average force that the bullet exerts on 
tissues behind armor can then be computed, 
because the average force is simply the 
mechanical work divided by the stopping 
distance, d.  The average retarding force for the 
condition considered above is shown in Figure
D.  Note that the average retarding force in 
tissue for armor deformation of 40 mm is close 
to 19,000 N, which is comparable to the peak 
retarding force of a penetrating 7.62 mm bullet 
at full yaw (36).
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Figure D: Average retarding force in tissues as a function of 
armor deformation for behind armor trauma for impacts with 
3125 J.
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